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Absolute generalized-oscillator-strength measurement of preionization-edge electronic excitation
in the valence and 2p shells of argon

X. W. Fan and K. T. Leung*
Department of Chemistry, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1

~Received 2 August 2000; published 3 November 2000!

Absolute generalized oscillator strengths~GOS’s! of the 3p6→3p5(4s,4s8), 3p6→3p5(4p,4p8), and
3p6→3p5(5s,5s8,3d,3d8) valence-shell electronic transitions as well as the 2p3/2→4s inner-shell transition in
Ar have been determined as functions of energy loss and momentum transfer~K! at an impact energy of 2.5
keV. Generally good agreement can be found between the present GOS measurement for the 3p6

→3p5(4s,4s8) transitions~at 11.8 eV! and the previous experimental profiles forK,1 a.u. Calculations based
on the first Born approximation appear to be in reasonable agreement with the GOS data only in shape and also
for K,1 a.u., while the Yukawa frozen-core calculations based on the Glauber approximation appear to
converge to the present data even forK.1 a.u. The experimental and theoretical results all give consistent
values for theK positions of the observed minimum and maximum in the GOS profile of the 3p6

→3p5(4s,4s8) transitions. The GOS profile for the 3p6→3p5(4p,4p8) transitions~at 13.4 eV! in Ar has been
determined and found to have a shape characteristic of nondipole excitation with a maximum atK2

;0.7 a.u. Like the 3p6→3p5(4s,4s8) transitions, the GOS profile for the 3p6→3p5(5s,5s8,3d,3d8) transi-
tions ~at 14.2 eV! has the characteristic dipole-dominated shape with a strong maximum atK50 but a notably
larger width and without any discernible extrema. Finally, the GOS profile for the 2p3/2→4s inner-shell
transition~at 244.4 eV! is dominated by a strong maximum atK50, characteristic of generally dipole-allowed
excitations, but with a broad and rather complex shape. The present work illustrates the analytical value of
GOS profiles for probing the intricate nature of the valence- and inner-shell electronic excitations.

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Fa, 34.80.Dp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Absolute cross section or generalized-oscillator-stren
~GOS! information for both valence- and inner-shell excit
tion of atoms and molecules is of great importance in s
diverse fields as radiation physics, plasma research, a
spheric science, astrophysics, and laser development.
cording to the Bethe theory@1#, the cross section for a suf
ficiently fast electron collision can be factorized into
scattering factor involving the kinematics of the electron b
fore and after the collision, and the transition probability
GOS of the electron-impact excitation of the target. GO
measurements as a function of momentum transfer (K), i.e.,
away from the dipole limit, offer unique information abo
the nature of the electronic transitions and of the electr
scattering process itself. The GOS profile of an individu
transition provides a detailed ‘‘mapping’’ of the overla
function between the initial-state and final-state wave fu
tions in momentum space, which can be used for spec
assignments, better understanding of the nature of underl
interactions, and detailed evaluation of the quality of wa
functions of the initial state and final state, as well as for
development of new quantum computational methods@2,3#.
Pioneered by Lassettre and co-workers, angle-reso
electron-energy-loss spectroscopy~EELS! has been used
quite extensively to determine precise dipole oscilla
strength~DOS! by extrapolating the GOS profile to the op
tical limit (K50) @4#. One practical advantage of angl
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resolved EELS over photoabsorption spectroscopy is
prospect of obtaining precise absolute cross-section data
a wide energy range without performing an ‘‘absolute’’ e
periment@5#. Angle-resolved EELS therefore offers a pow
erful, absolute method for comprehensive investigation of
the possible electronic excitations involving both dipo
allowed and optically inaccessible nondipole states in
valence and inner shells@6–9#.

Angle-resolved EELS spectra for noble atoms up
450-eV energy loss and a scattering angle of 12° were
obtained at 3–4-keV impact energy by Afrosimovet al. @10#.
The valence-shell electronic structure of Ar has been stud
extensively by a variety of techniques, including photoa
sorption@11–13#, small-angle EELS@14# and angle-resolved
EELS @15–18#. In particular, the 3p6→3p5(4s,4s8) low-
lying electronic transitions in Ar have attracted a lot of th
oretical and experimental attention not only because of th
practical interest to plasma research and laser developm
but also due to the existence of minimum and maximum
the GOS profile. It has been suggested that the position
these GOS extrema are related to the nodal properties o
radial parts of the orbital wave functions of the initial an
final states. The first comprehensive experimental study
the GOS extrema for thenp(n11)s transitions of noble at-
oms, including the aforementioned 3p6→3p5(4s,4s8) tran-
sitions in Ar, covering a wide momentum-transfer range~up
to 3 a.u.! was made by Wonget al. at 25-keV impact energy
@16#. The relative GOS profile determined by Wonget al.
@16# showed that the positions of these extrema are in ex
lent agreement with an earlier reported Hartree-Fock ca
lation @19#. Using a high-resolution EELS spectrometer~with
©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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25–40-meV energy resolution!, Li et al. were able to deter-
mine separate absolute GOS profiles for the 3p6→3p54s
and 3p6→3p54s8 transitions@17#. However, due to the rela
tively low impact energies~400 and 500 eV! employed, the
momentum-transfer range was limited to less than 1 a
which did not permit observation of the GOS extrema@17#.
Later, Bielschowskyet al. reported absolute GOS values
the 3p6→3p5(4s,4s8) electronic transitions for momentum
transfer up to 2.23 a.u. at 1-keV impact energy@18#.

Using the first Born approximation and numeric
Hartree-Fock wave functions, Bonham predicted the e
tence of these GOS extrema for the 3p6→3p5(4s,4s8) tran-
sitions in Ar @19#. This theoretical work was later extende
by Shimamura, who used hydrogenlike wave functions
obtain the analytical forms of the GOS@20#. In the mean-
time, Ganas and Green calculated GOS’s for the sin
particle excitations of Ne, Ar, and Xe, utilizing the analyt
atomic independent-particle model of Green, Sellin, and
chor as a basis@21#. Using the Glauber approximation
Bielschowskyet al.calculated the GOS profile by taking int
consideration the interaction between the incident elec
first with only the atomic electron that participates directly
the excitation process and one nuclear charge@inert frozen-
core ~IFC! calculation#, and additionally with the atomic
electrons not directly involved in the excitation process a
the (N21) nuclear charges via the Yukawa potent
@Yukawa frozen-core~YFC! calculation# @18#. All these cal-
culations give generally good agreement with the exp
ments reported to date for the DOS, positions of the G
extrema, and the GOS profile forK,1 a.u.

Among the various experimental and theoretical GOS v
ues reported to date for the well-known lowest-lying ele
tronic transitions in Ar, there remains notable unresolved d
crepancy among the results, especially in the hig
momentum-transfer region (K.1 a.u.). Furthermore, almos
all of the existing studies on Ar have focused on these p
ticular 3p6→3p5(4s,4s8) electronic transitions. No absolut
GOS measurement has been reported for the other~next low-
lying! preionization-edge electronic transitions in Ar, inclu
ing, e.g., the dipole-forbidden 3p6→3p5(4p,4p8) and
dipole-allowed 3p6→3p5(5s,5s8) and 3p6→3p5(3d,3d8)
transitions in the valence shell, as well as the 2p→4s tran-
sition in the inner shell. In addition, the GOS measureme
published to date for the 3p6→3p5(4s,4s8) transitions were
made absolute by normalizing to the available absolute e
tic cross sections@17,18#. It would therefore be of great in
terest to have an independently normalized data set to
vide a separate assessment of the absolute accuracy o
available data.

In the past several years, angle-dependent EELS has
used in our laboratory to study the electronic structure of
valence and inner shells of a large number of polyatom
molecules, particularly chlorofluorocarbons and chlorofl
orohydrocarbons@22#. A recent review of our work and this
area has been given by Leung@23#. Most recently, we have
extended our study to include the autoionizing resonance
He @24# and Ar @25#, and determined the momentum-trans
dependence of the Fano parameters. The present work
vides a measurement of the absolute GOS profiles for
06270
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aforementioned low-lying preionization-edge transitions
the valence and 2p shells of Ar, which may collectively shed
further insights into the electron-impact electronic excitati
of noble atoms.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A typical inelastic electron-scattering process involves
promotion of an atomic or molecular target from its ele
tronic ground state~M! to an excited state (M* ) by transfers
of energy and momentum from an incident electron,

e2~E0 ,k0!1M→e2~E02E,k!1M* , ~1!

whereE0 ~or E02E! andk0 ~or k! are the kinetic energy and
momentum of the incident~or scattered! electron, respec-
tively. The magnitude of the momentum transferK (5k0

2k) is related to the scattering angleu by K25k0
21k2

22k0k cosu. The intensity of the scattered electron with a
energy lossE at a scattering angleu is proportional to the
differential cross sectiond2s/dVdE. For high-energy elec-
tron collisions, the influence of the incident electron upon
target can be regarded as a sudden and impulsive encou
In the first Born approximation, the differential GOS
d f(K,E)/dE, is related to the differential cross section b
the Bethe-Born formula~in Rydberg atomic units! @2,3#:

d f~K,E!

dE
5

k0

k
K2

E

4

d2s

dVdE
, ~2!

where dV corresponds to the detection solid angle. T
GOS, f (K,E), is defined as

f ~K,E!5
E

K2 ZK CnU(
j 51

N

exp~ iK•r j !UC0L Z2, ~3!

whereC0 andCn are the~N-electron! electronic wave func-
tions of the initial and final states, respectively, andr j is the
position of thej th electron with respect to the center of ma
of the target. For angle-dependent studies that involve fi
momentum transfers, Lassettre and coworkers@26# have
pointed out that the GOS for a bound-state excitation can
expanded as an even power series ofK ~the so-called Las-
settre series!,

f ~K,E!5
1

~11x!6 (
n50

m

f nS x

11xD n

, ~4!

wherex5K2/(A2I 1A2uI 2Wu)2, I is the ionization poten-
tial, andW is the excitation energy of the discrete transitio
The integerm (52 – 5) is chosen according to the availab
data and the accessible experimental range of momen
transfer. In the limit whenK approaches zero, the GOS a
proaches the DOS,f 0 . The original Lassettre series has be
used quite successfully for the quantitative estimate of
DOS values by extrapolating the measured GOS data to
momentum transfer. The other parametersf n in the Lassettre
series are related to linear combinations of the respec
multiple matrix elements and can be used to characterize
3-2
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ABSOLUTE GENERALIZED-OSCILLATOR-STRENGTH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 062703
nature of the underlying excitation. Finally, the GOS at a
K value can be made absolute independently by using
Bethe sum rule@3#:

E d f~K,E!

dE
dE5N, ~5!

whereN is the total number of electrons in the target.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experimental technique and the apparatus used fo
present angle-resolved EELS measurement have been
scribed in detail elsewhere@9#. Briefly, a collimated electron
beam was accelerated to 2.5-keV impact energy and cro
with a gas jet expanded from a nozzle~0.5-mm diameter!
positioned at 1 cm above the collision center. Electrons s
tered with an energy lossE at a scattering angleu ~from the
forward direction! were analyzed using a hemispherical e
ergy analyzer equipped with a seven-element input lens.
angular divergence of the incident electron beam has b
improved substantially by placing a smaller defining apert
of 1.5 mm in diameter at the exit of the collimator. The sta
gas cell has also been upgraded with a 25-mm-diam cy
drical cage to achieve a more uniform, higher gas densit
the collision center without increasing the working pressu
These minor modifications, along with the use of a high
gain electron multiplier, provided marked improvements
the signal-to-background performance and overall collec
efficiency of our spectrometer. For the present work,
spectrometer was operated with an optimal energy resolu
of 0.8-eV full width at half maximum~FWHM! and an im-
proved angular resolution of 0.2° half-angle.

Angle-resolved EELS spectra of the sample gas in
duced to the center of the collision cell~sample spectra! were
collected at a series ofu angles~corresponding to differen
momentum transfers! sequentially in repetitive scans. Afte
each measurement of the sample spectra, an identical s
EELS spectra of the sample gas introduced outside the
lision cell at the same pressure@(1 – 2)31025 Torr# were
recorded in the same energy loss and angular ranges~ambi-
ence spectra!. Contributions from the ambient gas were r
moved by subtracting the corresponding ambience spe
from the sample spectra after appropriate normalization. T
correction of the ambience contribution is very important
precise GOS measurement especially for dipole-forbid
transitions near the forward-scattering angle and for inn
shell and other electronic transitions with low cross sectio
For targets and/or transitions with inherently low cross s
tions, it is often necessary to signal-average a set of sam
or ambience spectra over a long period of time, after wh
the beam condition, the gain of the detector, and other
perimental conditions may not be the same as that for
subsequent set of measurements. This difficulty can be
solved by limiting the data acquisition, in a separate run u
just for intensity calibration, to just one sample and one a
bience spectrum~at a preselected angle!. Using these two
spectra collected over a much shorter period of time,
intensities of the sample spectra and ambience spectra in
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large data sets can then be appropriately adjusted, and
contributions due to the ambient gas can be removed
rectly from the sample spectra with confidence.

After the EELS spectra were relatively normalized to o
another, the intensity~corresponding to the relative differen
tial cross section! could be converted to relative GOS usin
the Bethe-Born formula@Eq. ~2!# and put on an absolute
scale using the Bethe sum rule@Eq. ~5!#. In the Bethe sum-
rule normalization procedure, the intensity of the relati
GOS obtained at a particular momentum transfer is first
merically integrated over a sampling energy loss range
160 eV. The remaining intensity of the valence shell abo
160 eV is estimated by integration of a fitted functio
B(E)5A/En from 160 eV to infinity, where the empirica
constantsA andn are obtained by curve fittingB(E) to the
experimental data between 70 and 160 eV@9#. The sum of
these two integrated intensities is then normalized to
number of valence-shell electrons~eight for Ar!, plus an ap-
propriate correction of the contribution due to Pauli-exclud
transitions from the inner shells~0.47 for Ar! @27,28#. Al-
though the momentum transfer is not constant over the en
energy-loss range in a typical EELS spectrum~usually col-
lected at a fixed scattering angle!, the variation of the mo-
mentum transfer with respect to the energy loss can be
nored if a sufficiently high impact energy is used. Within t
present experimental angular range~1.5°–9.5°!, the corre-
sponding momentum transfer is found to be effectively co
stant over the entire~300-eV! energy-loss range used in th
present work at 2.5-keV impact energy. As long as the B
approximation is valid, EELS spectra collected at differe
scattering angles~or momentum transfers! can in principle
be normalized individually by using the Bethe sum rule.
practice, however, the Bethe-sum-rule normalization pro
dure becomes more difficult to apply at higher moment
transfer due to the slow falloff of the continuum at high
energy loss and to the much smaller cross section, makin
difficult to reduce the absolute error in the high energy-lo
region. For this reason, we generally applied the Bethe-s
rule normalization only to the EELS spectra collected n
the optical limit in the present work.

The angular scale has been calibrated by comparing
measured GOS’s of the preionization-edge 1s2→1s2s and
1s2→1s2p bound transitions of He with reliableab initio
calculations of Kim and Inokuti@29#. A series of EELS spec-
tra were taken at different scattering angles sequentially
repetitive scans in order to obtain self-normalized relat
cross sections for these transitions. Two Gaussian pro
were used to estimate the intensities of the quadrup
allowed 1s2→1s2s ~at 20.6 eV! and the dipole-allowed
1s2→1s2p transitions~at 21.2 eV!. The GOS values have
been obtained from the areas of the fitted Gaussian peaks
were made absolute by applying the Bethe sum-rule norm
ization to the EELS spectrum measured at 1.5°. The ex
lent agreement between the experiment and calcula
shown in Fig. 1 reaffirms the reliability of our measuremen
over the entire experimental angular range of 1.5°–9.5°
should be noted that no geometrical correction was found
be necessary for the ‘‘short’’ experimental angular range a
the high-impact energy employed in the present work.
3-3
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Valence-shell electronic structure of Ar

Within the framework of the first Born scattering theory
plot of the GOS as a function of energy loss and the lo
rithm to the basee of the square of the momentum transf
defines the so-called Bethe surface. The Bethe surface
tains all the information about the inelastic electro
scattering process with an atom or molecule, and is part
larly useful for analyzing such quantities as stopping pow
total inelastic scattering cross section, the Compton pro
and polarizability@3#. Figure 2 shows the EELS spectra
the valence-shell region of Ar collected in steps of 0.5° fro
1.5° to 9.5° in the form of a Bethe surface plot. These EE
spectra have been obtained relatively normalized to one

FIG. 1. Absolute generalized oscillator strength profiles of
1s2→1s2s (20.6 eV! and 1s2→1s2p (21.2 eV! transitions in He.
The experimental generalized oscillator strengths have been m
absolute by applying the Bethe-sum-rule normalization proced
to the EELS spectrum measured at 1.5° and are compared wit
ab initio calculations by Kim and Inokuti@29#.

FIG. 2. Bethe surface of the valence shell of Ar determined
2.5-keV impact energy. Absolute angle-resolved electron-ene
loss spectra were collected in steps of 0.5° from 1.5° to 9.5° rep
tively in sequence scans and have been made absolute by app
the Bethe-sum-rule normalization procedure to the 1.5° spectru
06270
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other and made absolute by applying the Bethe-sum-
normalization to the spectrum at 1.5°. In the impa
scattering domain of large momentum transfer and ene
loss ~which corresponds to the kinematical region f
‘‘close’’ collisions!, a broad ridge is seen to disperse to
higher energy loss with increasing momentum transfer. T
ridge is the result of momentum conservation in the inela
electron-atom collision and becomes the well-known Be
ridge in the Born approximation. The energy dispersion
this ridge with respect toK is related to manifestation o
different Fourier transform components of the overlap d
sity between the initial-state and final-state wave functio
@3#. On the other hand, the dipole-scattering domain of sm
momentum transfer and energy loss exhibits sharp ‘‘optic
features of the valence shell. This domain is related to ‘‘d
tant’’ collisions, which are mainly governed by dipole inte
action. In addition to the prominent preionization-ed
single-excitation features, we also observe a number of
toionizing resonances in the inner-valence-shell region~near
27 eV!. The momentum-transfer dependence of these
called ‘‘window’’ resonances of Ar will be the subject of
follow-up paper@25#.

B. GOS profiles of the lowest-lying preionization-edge
electronic transitions of Ar

Figure 3 shows selected valence-shell EELS spectra o
collected in the energy-loss range of 10–20 eV at 1.5°, 3
5.0°, and 8.0°, which correspond to momentum transfers
0.36, 0.71, 1.18, and 1.89 a.u., respectively. These spe
have been Bethe-Born-corrected and normalized as discu
above. In particular, the preionization-edge features~features
1–4! have been fitted with four Gaussian peaks at 11.8, 1
14.2, and 15.2 eV. The fifth peak located at 15.8 eV is u
to better simulate the contribution from the on-set of t
(3p)21 ionization edge and the corresponding near-ed
structure. The widths of the Gaussian line shapes are
mated from the photoabsorption spectra reported in the
erature@11–13#, after taking our instrumental energy resol
tion into account. The assignments for these promin
excitation features of Ar have been given in detail elsewh
@14,15,18#. In particular, feature 1 at 11.8 eV mainly consis
of an admixture of dipole-allowed electronic transitions fro
the 3p6 ground state to the 3p54s and 3p54s8 excited states
@i.e., the lowest-lying 3p6→3p5(4s,4s8) transitions#. Fea-
ture 2 at 13.4 eV corresponds to dipole-forbidden transitio
to the 3p54p and 3p54p8 states. Feature 3 at 14.2 eV an
feature 4 at 15.2 eV can be attributed to admixtures
dipole-allowed transitions to the 3p55s, 3p55s8, 3p53d,
and 3p53d8 states and to the 3p56s, 3p56s8, 3p54d, and
3p54d8 states, respectively.

Evidently, there is a general reduction in the overall sp
tral intensity of the entire spectrum with increasing mome
tum transfer. The observed changes in the spectral intens
of the respective features as a function of momentum tran
are consistent with the above assignments. In particular,
intensities of features 1, 3, and 4 are seen to decrease ra
with increasing momentum transfer, which is characteris
of the dipole-allowed nature of the underlying transitions. O
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the other hand, the peak at 13.4 eV~feature 2!, though weak
when compared to the neighboring peaks at 11.8 eV~feature
1! and 14.2 eV~feature 3! in the 1.5° spectrum@Fig. 3~a!#,
becomes more intense in the spectra at larger angles@Figs.
3~a!–3~c!#. The changes in the relative intensity of feature
with momentum transfer therefore reflect the nondipole
ture of the quadrupole excitation.

The nature of the transitions assigned to these low-ly
preionization-edge features can be more quantitatively c
acterized by examining their respective GOS profiles. T
GOS’s of these features can be obtained by computing
areas under the corresponding Gaussian peaks in the abs
EELS spectra collected at different scattering angles~as, e.g.,
in Fig. 3!. The resulting experimental GOS profiles can a
be fitted semiempirically using the Lassettre series and
used to extrapolate toK50 to obtain the DOS’s.

Figure 4 compares the GOS profiles of the preionizati
edge excitation features of Ar at 11.8 eV~feature 1!, 13.4 eV
~feature 2!, and 14.2 eV~feature 3!. The GOS profile of
feature 1, corresponding to the 3p6→3p5(4s,4s8) transi-
tions, has been investigated quite extensively. As dem
strated by the high-resolution EELS study of Liet al. @17#,
the GOS profiles for the individual 3p6→3p54s and 3p6

FIG. 3. Absolute angle-resolved electron-energy-loss spectra
the valence shell of Ar measured at~a! 1.5°, ~b! 3.0°, ~c! 5.0°, and
~d! 8.0°. Five Gaussian profiles are used to estimate the intens
of the structures at 11.8 eV~feature 1!, 13.4 eV~feature 2!, 14.2 eV
~feature 3!, 15.2 eV~feature 4!, and 15.8 eV~ionization edge! in a
curve-fitting procedure. Only the first three lowest-lying featu
are used to estimate the respective generalized oscillator stre
profiles.
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→3p54s8 transitions are not simply proportional to eac
other but have slightly different shapes, both of which a
characteristic of dipole-allowed interactions. The calcula
and experimental GOS profiles for feature 1~representing the
contribution from both transitions! reported by other workers
are compared with the present work in a log-log plot in F
5. A minimum atK251.35 a.u. followed by a maximum a
K252.79 a.u. in our experimental GOS profile is clearly d
cernible in Fig. 4~a!. As shown more clearly in Fig. 5, ther
is generally good accord on the positions of the GOS
trema between our data and other calculations and exp
ments. In particular, the positions of the GOS minimum a
maximum are in excellent agreement with those~K251.44
and 2.86 a.u.! predicted by the calculation by Bonham@19#
and with those~K251.25 and 2.96 a.u.! obtained experimen-
tally by Wonget al. @16# and Bielschowskyet al. @18#. Fur-
thermore, although good agreement can be found in the g
eral GOS curve between the present result and
experimental data of Bielschowskyet al. for K,1 a.u.@18#,
there is a notable discrepancy in the higher momentu
transfer region. The relative GOS profile measured by Wo
et al., when normalized to our data arbitrarily atK2

50.69 a.u., shows a greater discrepancy forK.1 a.u. In the
case of Wonget al., their primary goal was to identify the
positions of GOS extrema for this lowest-lying electron
transition in Ar, and the observed discrepancy in the G
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FIG. 4. Absolute generalized oscillator strength as a function
momentum transfer~K! squared for the features at~a! 11.8 eV,~b!
13.4 eV, and~c! 14.2 eV in Ar. The dashed lines correspond
semiempirical fits using the Lassettre series.
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profile may be due to incomplete removal of the backgrou
Similarly, the calculation by Shimamura@20# can only repro-
duce the general shape of the experimental data foK
,1 a.u. The considerably better agreement between our
and the Glauber-YFC calculation by Bielschowskyet al.,
which took into account the interaction of the incident ele
tron with the (N21) nuclear charges and with the atom
electrons that do not participate directly in the excitati
process@18#, confirms the importance of inclusion of ele
tron correlation effects in the GOS calculations. Finally, t
DOS value~0.28! for the 3p6→3p5(4s,4s8) transitions es-
timated by the extrapolation of the corresponding GOS p
file to K50 using the Lassettre fit is found to be in goo
accord with the theoretical values~0.290–0.359! @18,30–32#
and other experimental results~0.270–0.331! @14,18,33–35#.

Figure 4~b! depicts the first experimental measurement
the GOS profile of the 3p6→3p5(4p,4p8) transitions, which
correspond to the lowest-lying dipole-forbidden, quadrupo
allowed preionization-edge electronic excitation in Ar. T
presence of a relative maximum at nonzero momen
transfer is a common characteristic of nondipole transiti
observed to date@23#. To the best of our knowledge, only
very limited amount of data is available for these types
nondipole transitions in atoms and molecules@23#. The
present GOS profile appears to have one of the lowest p
tions for the GOS maximum~at K250.7 a.u.!, in comparison
with the other nondipole valence-shell transitions, includ
the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield band (a 1Pg←X 1Sg

1) in N2 at

9.3 eV with a GOS maximum atK250.8 a.u., and the
lowest-lying n(Cl 3p)→s* ~C-Cl! transitions in various
chlorofluorocarbons and chlorofluorohydrocarbons w
GOS maxima atK250.8– 1.1 a.u.@23#. The GOS profile of

FIG. 5. Absolute generalized oscillator strength as a function
momentum transfer~K! squared for the 3p6→3p5(4s,4s8) transi-
tions ~at 11.8 eV! in Ar. The present data are compared with t
experimental results of Bielschowskyet al. @18# and Wonget al.
@16# and with the calculations based on the Glauber-Yuka
frozen-core~YFC! approximation by Bielschowskyet al. @18# and
on the first Born approximation~FBA! by Shimamura@20#. The
relative profile obtained by Wonget al. @16# is arbitrarily normal-
ized to the present data atK250.69 a.u. to facilitate the presen
comparison.
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the present 3p→4p transition in Ar is also quite different in
shape from the considerably broader profile of the nondip
1s→2s transition in He~Fig. 1!, despite the similarity in the
locations of their respective GOS maxima~both at K2

50.7 a.u.!. The Lassettre series can again be used as a m
to semiempirically characterize the momentum-transfer
pendence of the GOS profiles for these transitions. For
ample, thef 1 coefficient in the Lassettre series expansi
@Eq. ~4!# is related to the quadrupole interaction, while t
other higher-order coefficients give measures of the ot
multipole contributions@36#. If the DOS (f 0) is vanishingly
small, a quadrupole transition can be characterized by a p
tive f 1 term, in contrast to a dipole transition with a negati
f 1 term. The values for thef n coefficients obtained in ou
Lassettre series expansion for the present 3p6

→3p5(4p,4p8) transitions are consistent with the underl
ing quadrupole interaction@37#. Given the computational at
traction of a noble atom, the present GOS profile of Ar offe
an interesting benchmark for theoretical modeling of ‘‘pr
totypical’’ p→p transitions in atomic systems.

The GOS profile corresponding to the admixture of 3p6

→3p5(5s,5s8,3d,3d8) transitions in Ar is also shown in Fig
4~c!. Evidently, the sharp maximum atK50 and the genera
shape of this GOS profile are characteristic of predomina
dipole-allowed transitions. The DOS estimated by extrapo
tion of the GOS profile to zero momentum transfer using
Lassettre fit is found to be 0.22, which is in good accord w
the theoretical~0.223–0.259! @31,32# and other experimenta
results~0.201–0.241! @14,33,35#. It is of interest to compare
the overall shapes of the two GOS profiles for the low-lyi
dipole-allowed transitions in Ar observed thus far. In partic
lar, the GOS profile of the 3p6→3p5(5s,5s8,3d,3d8) transi-
tions @feature 3 and Fig. 4~c!# in Ar is found to be signifi-
cantly broader than that of the 3p6→3p5(4s,4s8) transitions
@feature 1 and Fig. 4~a!#. The apparent increase in the high
momentum-transfer components~or correspondingly more
gradual fall-off in the lower momentum-transfer comp
nents! of the GOS profile for the 3p6

→3p5(5s,5s8,3d,3d8) transitions is clearly related to th
differences in the sets of contributing transitions involvi
different final-state wave functions. Unlike the 3p6

→3p5(4s,4s8) transitions, there is also no discernible e
trema in the GOS profile in the case of the 3p6

→3p5(5s,5s8,3d,3d8) transitions. According to the high
resolution, small-angle EELS study of Chanet al. @14#, the
sums of the DOS values for the 3p6→3p55s ~at 14.090 eV!
and 3p6→3p55s8 transitions ~at 14.255 eV! and for the
3p6→3p53d ~at 14.153 eV! and 3p6→3p53d8 transitions
~at 14.304 eV! are 0.0390 and 0.197, respectively. Since
DOS for the 3p6→3p5(3d,3d8) transitions is approximately
five times that of the 3p6→3p5(5s,5s8) transitions, the
GOS profile for the 3p6→3p5(5s,5s8,3d,3d8) transitions
should therefore be dominated by the constituent GOS p
file for the 3p6→3p5(3d,3d8) transitions. The differences
found in the shape of the GOS profile for feature 1@Fig. 4~a!#
and feature 3@Fig. 4~c!# directly reflect the differences in th
corresponding predominant excited-state wave functi
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@i.e., 3p5(4s,4s8) for feature 1 vs 3p5(5d,5d8) for feature
3#.

C. Electronic structure of the Ar 2 p shell

Figure 6 shows representative EELS spectra for
energy-loss region near theL2,3 edges of Ar obtained at 2.0°
5.0°, and 8.0°, after the background from the valence-s
contribution has been appropriately removed. The intens
of these inner-shell structures were automatically normali
on an absolute scale after normalization of the valence-s
region, because the entire EELS spectra~up to 300 eV! were
obtained in a self-normalized fashion as discussed ab
Evidently, except for a general reduction in the overall inte
sity, there is no discernible difference in the general shap
the electron-impact excitation structure at the larger sca
ing angles. Using two Gaussian peaks to fit the structur
the 241–248-eV region, we identify two prominent featur
The excited states in the inner-shell region have been in
tigated by photoabsorption@38,39# and small-angle EELS
@40,41#. In particular, Kinget al. @40# assigned the peak a
244.4 eV~feature 1! to the promotion of a 2p3/2 electron to
an unoccupied 4s Rydberg orbital. The other prominent fea
ture at 246.9 eV~feature 2! can be attributed to an admixtur

FIG. 6. Absolute electron-energy-loss spectra near theL2,3 edge
of Ar measured at~a! 2.0°, ~b! 5.0°, and ~c! 8.0°. Background
intensities arising from the valence shell have been removed.
Gaussian profiles with the appropriate linewidths are used to
mate the intensities of the structures at 244.4 eV~feature 1! and
246.9 eV~feature 2! in a curve-fitting procedure.
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of dipole-allowed 2p3/2→(3d,5s) ~at 246.927 eV! and
2p1/2→4s8 transitions~at 246.514 eV! @40#, which cannot be
resolved with our limited energy resolution. Given the lo
cross section and its close proximity to the dipole-allow
transitions, it would be very difficult for our present low
resolution spectrometer to identify the dipole-forbidd
2p3/2→4p transition at 245.959 eV as observed by Kin
et al. @40#. The general decrease in the peak intensities w
increasing momentum transfer is consistent with the ab
assignment that the two prominent features correspond
predominantly dipole-allowed electronic transitions. On
the area corresponding to feature 1 is used to evaluate
GOS at different momentum transfer and the resulting G
profile for the 2p3/2→4s transition is shown in Fig. 7. Al-
though the GOS maximum atK50 would indicate contribu-
tion from electronic excitations involving predominant
dipole-allowed transitions, the shape of the GOS profile
complex. The generally broader GOS profile for the 2p3/2
→4s transition is quite typical for inner-shell transition
@42#, in marked contrast to the more abrupt variation co
monly observed for valence-shell transitions. The shoulde
K251.4 a.u. suggests possible contribution from nondipo
like components. We also compare the experimental G
profile with a configuration-interaction calculation by d
Miranda and Bielschowsky, which took relaxation effec
into account@43#. Although there is good accord in the ove
all shape of the dipole-allowed transition, the calculati
does not appear to reproduce both the absolute magni
and the finer details of the experimental GOS profile~such as
the aforementioned shoulder!. Quantitative understanding o
the GOS profile would therefore require even more sophi
cated quantum-mechanical calculations that include more
tensive corrections for electron correlation and core-level
laxation effects.

o
ti-

FIG. 7. Absolute generalized oscillator strength as a function
momentum transfer~K! squared for the 2p3/2→4s inner-shell tran-
sition ~at 244.4 eV! in Ar. The present data is compared with th
configuration-interaction calculation~solid line! by de Miranda and
Bielschowsky@43# that includes relaxation effects. The dashed li
corresponds to a semiempirical fit using the Lassettre series.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In summary, an improved angle-resolved EELS spectro
eter has been used to investigate the nature of some o
more prominent electronic excitations in the valence andp
shells of Ar. The experimental Bethe surface presented h
gives a comprehensive picture of the valence-shell electr
structure of Ar. In particular, the GOS profile for the 3p6

→3p5(4s,4s8) transitions has been determined and the
cations of the extrema in the GOS profile are found to be
good accord with the published experimental and theoret
results. Furthermore, our GOS profile appears to be in c
siderably better agreement with calculations based on
Glauber-YFC approximation@18# than the earlier measure
ments@16,18#. This work also presents the first GOS da
for the lowest-lying dipole-forbidden 3p6→3p5(4p,4p8)
transitions and the other dipole-allowed 3p6

→3p5(5s,5s8,3d,3d8) preionization-edge transitions in th
valence shell, as well as the 2p3/2→4s inner-shell transition.
Unlike the earlier experimental studies@14,17,18#, the GOS
profiles in the present work were made absolute indep
dently by using the Bethe sum-rule normalization proced
.
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and do not rely on the accuracy of other data. The excel
agreement in the DOS found for the dipole-allowed featu
~feature 1 and feature 3! in the valence shell validates th
general accuracy~10–15 %! for absolute GOS measureme
achievable by the present technique of high-energy an
resolved EELS. The present work demonstrates the pote
of GOS profiles for comprehensive investigation of t
prominent excited states in the valence and inner shells
cluding both the dipole-allowed and the optically inacce
sible nondipole states. The GOS profiles of the respec
transitions exhibit distinctive features specific to the conne
ing states. Further experimental investigations of th
atomic transitions with an improved energy resolution w
provide new benchmarks for the development of more qu
titative ab initio methods and advanced understanding of
nature of dipole and nondipole excitations in atoms.
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